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[11:29 AM] bwhitley (anonymous) has joined the room 

[11:29 AM] modulok (anonymous) has joined the room 

[11:29 AM] dasunsrule32 (dasunsrule32) has joined the room 

[11:29 AM] guest007 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[11:29 AM] guest007:  Is there a way to have Spark auto complete your username and

password based on active directory information, so you don't have to enter anything,

and just have to click sign in? 

[11:29 AM] modulok:  cant you just remember login info? 

[11:32 AM] guest007:  Well I could do that, but I'm moving over my authentication for

Openfire to Active Directory, and I was hoping to cut down users having to enter their

user name and password to log onto their computer, and then do it again when they

log into spark. Plus the password changes every so often, so they would have to

reenter it then even if they had it saving their username and password 

[11:32 AM] SmilingJ (smilingj@smilingj.net/jgrimm22) has joined the room 

[11:38 AM] Guest169 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[11:44 AM] bwhitley:  Is anyone on right now good with fashpath? 

[11:45 AM] bwhitley (anonymous) has left the room 

[11:45 AM] Guest122 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[11:46 AM] Guest122 (anonymous) has left the room 

[11:46 AM] bwhitley (anonymous) has joined the room 

[11:46 AM] Guest465 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[11:46 AM] Guest465 (anonymous) has left the room 

[11:46 AM] Guest410 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[11:46 AM] guest007:  nope :P 

[11:47 AM] Guest410 (anonymous) has left the room 

[11:47 AM] fox (anonymous) has joined the room 

[11:47 AM] bwhitley:   

shoot 

[11:47 AM] Guest178 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[11:48 AM] bwhitley:  wheres a develpoer when you neec one 

[11:48 AM] Guest178:  Found fastpath source on fisheye...but how do you do an svn

checkout on it?  I want to pull all source down locally. 



[11:48 AM] Guest393 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[11:49 AM] modulok:  hmm, I didn't think about AD password changes. that might get

annoying for some places. I only make my users change passwords twice a year. 

[11:51 AM] modulok:  but if you set spark to remember user/pass, and startup with

windows I don't see any issues with entering info twice 

[11:52 AM] Guest393 (anonymous) has left the room 

[11:53 AM] guest007:  Yeah, we have our passwords change more often then

that...plus it would be easier if you could just open up Spark, and it already has all

your info, and then you log in, or which would be really nice, is if it auto logged you in 

[11:54 AM] guest007:  I'll suggest it to a developer when one comes on 

[11:57 AM] undefined (anonymous) has joined the room 

[11:58 AM] undefined (anonymous) has left the room 

[11:59 AM] undefined (anonymous) has joined the room 

[11:59 AM] undefined (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:00 PM] Guest299 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:00 PM] Guest299 (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:00 PM] Guest148 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:00 PM] Guest148 (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:00 PM] shane rimmer (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:01 PM] Guest309 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:01 PM] Guest173 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:01 PM] bwhitley:  Is there a Fastpath developer in the room 

[12:01 PM] Guest103 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:01 PM] Todd Getz (toddg@mtschat.ad.mtstravel.com/spark) has joined the room 

[12:02 PM] Guest103:  Q: Where is the svn report to do a co on, for instance,

org.jivesoftware.openfire.plugin.fastpath.agent_002dgroup_002dbrowser_jsp ?

Thanks! 

[12:02 PM] Guest178 (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:02 PM] Guest173 (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:03 PM] Guest385 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:03 PM] Guest103:  sorry --- meant "the svn repo..."  not "report"... 

[12:03 PM] Todd Getz:  Guest007:  You can configure spark/openfire to use SSO with

active directory 

[12:03 PM] wroot (wroot) has joined the room 

[12:04 PM] wroot:  hm 

[12:04 PM] wroot:  hi 

[12:04 PM] Guest385 (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:04 PM] Todd Getz:  hi 

[12:04 PM] bwhitley (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:05 PM] wroot:  where is Daniel? :) 



[12:05 PM] shane rimmer:  probably hiding :) 

[12:05 PM] Todd Getz:  hiding i would bet ;-) 

[12:05 PM] wroot:  he'll run out of letters for gateway releases :) 

[12:05 PM] SmilingJ (smilingj@smilingj.net/jgrimm22) has left the room 

[12:06 PM] Guest428 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:06 PM] Guest428 (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:06 PM] Guest453 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:06 PM] Todd Getz:  guest007:  these docs will help

 

http://www.igniterealtime.org/community/docs/DOC-1616

http://www.igniterealtime.org/community/docs/DOC-1554 

[12:06 PM] Guest453:  hi everyone 

[12:07 PM] Todd Getz:  hi 

[12:07 PM] Guest453:  I`m having problems with JV memory.. 

[12:08 PM] wroot:  JV? 

[12:08 PM] wroot:  JVM probably 

[12:09 PM] dasunsrule32 (dasunsrule32) has left the room 

[12:09 PM] undefined (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:09 PM] undefined (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:09 PM] guest143 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:09 PM] Guest453:  right..   someone can tell me how I can assign more memory=? 

[12:10 PM] Todd Getz:  What OS is the server 

[12:11 PM] Guest453:  win server 2003 

[12:11 PM] Todd Getz:  Custom Parameters

 

Advanced users may wish to pass in parameters to the Java virtual machine (VM) to

customize the runtime environment of Openfire. You can do this by creating

vmoptions files in the bin/ directory of your Openfire installation. For the Windows

service, you'd create a new text file called openfire-service.vmoptions. Each parameter

to the VM should be on a new line of the file. For example, to set the minimum heap

size to 512 MB and max VM heap size to 1024 MB, you'd use:

 

-Xms512m

-Xmx1024m

 

To create parameters for the normal launcher, create a file called openfired.vmoptions

(since the openfire.exe launcher invokes the openfired.exe executable to actually start

the server). 

[12:12 PM] guest007:  Sorry, I'm back, was just finishing some stuff up on another

screen. Whats SSO? 



[12:13 PM] Guest33 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:13 PM] Todd Getz:  SSO = Single Sign On 

[12:13 PM] wroot:  but i see Daniel in my roster, online :))) 

[12:13 PM] Guest453:  wow  THANKS TODD 

[12:13 PM] Guest33 (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:13 PM] Todd Getz:  so he is just not hiding well 

[12:13 PM] wroot:  will ping him 

[12:13 PM] Guest103:  found it - thanks -

http://svn.igniterealtime.org/svn/repos/openfire/trunk/src/ - that was easy. 

[12:13 PM] Todd Getz:  welcome 

[12:14 PM] Guest104 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:14 PM] daniel.henninger (daniel.henninger@jivesoftware.com/Ecco) has joined the room 

[12:14 PM] wroot:  :) 

[12:14 PM] daniel.henninger:  woops sorry folk, thanks for reminding my wroot 

[12:14 PM] guest007:  How do I do that, or is there an area you would suggest for

looking for information on SSO? 

[12:14 PM] daniel.henninger:  got a lot going on at the moment =) 

[12:14 PM] wroot:  so what's new with 1.2.4d? is it that version with older MSN

support? 

[12:15 PM] daniel.henninger:  yup 

[12:16 PM] guest007:  Ok, well I'm googling it up, and I'll see what I can find that way.

Thanks for the lead 

[12:16 PM] Todd Getz:  guest007 I provided the links for you above 

[12:16 PM] wroot:  well, i cant test it much, but 1.2.4c seems to work fine, so what

should i do? is that newer version going to be bacl? 

[12:17 PM] Todd Getz:  guest007:

 

 

http://www.igniterealtime.org/community/docs/DOC-1616

 

http://www.igniterealtime.org/community/docs/DOC-1554 

[12:17 PM] daniel.henninger:  wroot: what? 

[12:17 PM] daniel.henninger:  wroot: bacl? 

[12:17 PM] wroot:  back :) 

[12:17 PM] guest007:  Thanks again :D 

[12:17 PM] daniel.henninger:  the 1.2.4d will just take you back to the older JML library.

if you nor your users aren't having problems, then i would say forget it. 

[12:17 PM] Todd Getz:  SSO is standard function of windows+AD kind of 

[12:17 PM] wroot:  so i can skip that? 

[12:18 PM] daniel.henninger:  sure =) 



[12:18 PM] Todd Getz:  With openfire/spark you need to modify the software a little to

get it to work 

[12:18 PM] wroot:  and what would be with the newer version? say 1.2.5, will it has new

JML? 

[12:19 PM] daniel.henninger:  no idea 

[12:19 PM] daniel.henninger:  it'll have whatever works best =) 

[12:19 PM] Todd Getz:  I will just wait for openfire 3.6.1 and gateway 1.2.5 hehe ;-) 

[12:19 PM] guest143:  any ideas on when can we expect openfire 3.6.1? 

[12:19 PM] daniel.henninger:  no time frame 

[12:19 PM] wroot:  so i will have to upgrade at some point, to get new features 

[12:19 PM] daniel.henninger:  i've got a ton of things to work on that have nothing to

do with openfire unfortunately 

[12:20 PM] Guest117 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:20 PM] Todd Getz:  what could be more important 

[12:20 PM] daniel.henninger:  heheheh 

[12:20 PM] wroot:  cs.. 

[12:20 PM] Hawke (hawke@hawkesnest.net/Work/Desktop/Psi) has joined the room 

[12:20 PM] Armando (armando.jagucki@jivesoftware.com/Psi) has joined the room 

[12:20 PM] daniel.henninger:  bingo 

[12:20 PM] Todd Getz:  Daniel any ideas on the clearspace address book issue 

[12:20 PM] daniel.henninger:  not off the top of my head will report it back to the team

though =) 

[12:21 PM] Todd Getz:  I did create a thread but not a jira 

[12:21 PM] daniel.henninger:  i am 90% sure that your data is still there though, CS just

can't get to it 

[12:21 PM] Guest363 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:21 PM] Todd Getz:  was not sure if it was due to my username change 

[12:21 PM] Guest117:  hi all, anyone will help how to configure Openfire with Novell

eDirectory? 

[12:21 PM] wroot:  todd, not the username, i see that too 

[12:21 PM] daniel.henninger:  well you should at least be able to add to if that were the

case 

[12:22 PM] Todd Getz:  wroot I had my username changed from mtstravel to sixthring 

[12:22 PM] Guest309:  Hi, sorry, I'm not sure if there's a formal protocol to follow here,

so I'm just going to throw my question out there: we're operating on a Windows

domain and have Openfire set up to pull users from active directory. It works great,

even pulls all our groups we have in AD. We have the option enabled to show all

members of a group to someone who is also a member of that group in their roster.

This works fine, but most of our employees are not members of a particular group. So

what we'd like to happen is simply when a generic user logs into their Spark client,

that it automatically shows every user that is registered in Openfire in their roster so



they don't have to go through and manually add all 100 of our employees one at a

time. Is this possible? 

[12:22 PM] Guest61 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:22 PM] Todd Getz:  one would think 

[12:22 PM] wroot:  todd, i know :) 

[12:22 PM] shane rimmer:  Daniel, do you know the status of the database upgrade

scripts for SQL Server 2005? After an attempted to upgrade from 3.5.2 to 3.6 with the

embedded db, I swapped to SQL Server on the reinstall. I am just really afraid to try 3.6

again 

[12:22 PM] Guest117 (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:22 PM] randy (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:22 PM] wroot:  i was surprised to get notification with unknown username but

speaking like Todd :))) 

[12:23 PM] daniel.henninger:  hard to say. every time i say the db scripts are ok,

someone finds something wrong with them. 

[12:23 PM] Guest61 (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:23 PM] jeffoden (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:23 PM] shane rimmer:  I understand 

[12:23 PM] daniel.henninger:  in fact, i literally tested against sql server 2005, and

someone else ran into a weird problem with 2005 

[12:23 PM] shane rimmer:  I will take better precautions next time :) 

[12:23 PM] Guest103 (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:23 PM] daniel.henninger:  i would just copy your db to a test environment, try to

upgrade it, make sure things go smooth, then go live 

[12:23 PM] daniel.henninger:  =) 

[12:23 PM] shane rimmer:  yeah 

[12:24 PM] daniel.henninger:  the "primary" tests i did with sl server btw were a fresh

install, and an upgrade from all the way back at wildfire 3.2.3 =) 

[12:24 PM] Todd Getz:  guest309:  you need to create a grooup in AD to which all users

belong, share this group in Openfire. 

[12:24 PM] undefined (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:24 PM] shane rimmer:  I had gotten too comfortable with OpenFire upgrades... last

few took less than 10 minutes 

[12:24 PM] randy:  hi todd 

[12:24 PM] undefined (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:24 PM] marquis (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:24 PM] daniel.henninger:  yeah this one was a pain in the ass =( 

[12:24 PM] Guest363:  hi...I don't run sparkweb 0.9.0 with openfire 3.6.0 

[12:24 PM] daniel.henninger:  i had to rename ALL of the tables 

[12:24 PM] Todd Getz:  Hi Randy 



[12:24 PM] randy:  how to configure openfire with Novell eDirectory? 

[12:24 PM] shane rimmer:  ouch 

[12:24 PM] wroot:  Guest363 you mean, you can't, maybe? 

[12:25 PM] shane rimmer:  the upshot is that mine is a fresh install of 3.5.2 now, so

should be okay :) 

[12:25 PM] daniel.henninger:  heheeh 

[12:25 PM] randy:  todd, will u help me in this?? 

[12:25 PM] Todd Getz:  I will have to dig back into the memory for that 

[12:25 PM] shane rimmer:  I appreciate how responsive you have been 

[12:25 PM] Todd Getz:  I have not used Novell in a long time 

[12:25 PM] randy:  okie 

[12:25 PM] Todd Getz:  I will try to assit though 

[12:26 PM] Todd Getz:  assist 

[12:26 PM] randy:  thank u  

[12:26 PM] Todd Getz:  whoops  

[12:26 PM] daniel.henninger:  well if you -do- have problems upgrading, just watch the

logs for what statement fails, then remember that you can edit

resources/update/UPDNUMBER/openfire_sqlserver.sql and the next time you start it'll

try your updated script 

[12:26 PM] Todd Getz:  what is your question in general 

[12:26 PM] Guest363:  	

I could not 

[12:26 PM] daniel.henninger:  thanks and i'm sorry 3.6.0 caused so many problems. it's

almost too bad we don't make money off openfire or else we probably could afford a

gigantic test farm for it =/ 

[12:27 PM] daniel.henninger:  but of course then it wouldn't be free and would suck as

a result LOL 

[12:27 PM] Guest309:  Thanks Todd. I figured this was an option, I was hoping there

was an alternative so we wouldn't have to maintain a group that big just for Openfire. If

it supported query-based distribution lists which are dynamically updated then I could

just do that once and it would always be up-to-date. Maybe you guys could consider

this or some alternative. Seems like it might not be too hard to do since Openfire

already updates on its own when we add new users to AD. Thanks. 

[12:27 PM] Guest363:  in version 3.5.2 worked perfectly 

[12:27 PM] Armando:  Guest363: I recommend you attempt to build and use the latest

SparkWeb/XIFF from trunk. I fixed bugs in both XIFF and SparkWeb dealing with

socket connections. 

[12:27 PM] marquis (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:27 PM] Armando:  Guest363: Or, you can try with BOSH (http connectionType) 

[12:27 PM] guest007 (anonymous) has left the room 



[12:27 PM] shane rimmer:  I understand... one hiccup in about 2 years worth of good

performance is not enough to diminish my appreciation for OpenFire or the people

working on it 

[12:28 PM] guest143:  will the notify-admins on update in openfire not be fixed till

3.6.1? i understand we can set update.notify-admins to false in the sever settings but

update notifications are important. 

[12:28 PM] wroot:  Guest363 - post that on the forums with error logs 

[12:28 PM] wroot:  i cant test sparkweb right away 

[12:28 PM] daniel.henninger:  well thank you =) that's good to hear 

[12:28 PM] Guest363:  	

I like it ... you have the configuration file 

[12:29 PM] Armando:  Guest363: is that a question or a statement? 

[12:29 PM] daniel.henninger:  yes it won't be fixed until 3.6.1 

[12:29 PM] Guest363:  not from any error. simply loads the page again 

[12:29 PM] daniel.henninger:  (the update notification) would have to release another

openfire just to silence it =/ 

[12:30 PM] daniel.henninger:  i'm a little annoyed that it behaved that way though 

[12:30 PM] guest143:  understood 

[12:30 PM] Guest363:  a question 

[12:30 PM] Armando:  Guest363: Yes, it is probably the bug that i mentioned I fixed in

svn trunk. I noticed that refreshing behavior.  

[12:30 PM] daniel.henninger:  "at best" i could ditch the 3.6.0a and copy it to 3.6.0 and

remove the busted 3.6.0 that would shut it's pie hole ;) 

[12:30 PM] Armando:  We were not reporting errors about servers requiring TLS,

which SparkWeb doesn't support. Before, it would just simply refresh the login page.

Now the version in svn actually reports that TLS is required etc 

[12:31 PM] Armando:  Guest363: I really do recommend you try SparkWeb/XIFF from

svn until 1.0 is released 

[12:31 PM] wroot:  Armando - do we have to compile it somehow? with what tool? 

[12:32 PM] daniel.henninger:  there's a doc somewhere in clearspace that has it --- i

think it's in the sparkweb developer forum 

[12:32 PM] Armando:  Yes. David has a document on ignite explaining how to build

from Flexbuilder. Although I am sure there are some individuals who would be able to

build using other flex compilers 

[12:32 PM] daniel.henninger:  in theory it compiles from ant now --- but it's not that

easy- almost easier just to download a copy of flex builder ;D 

[12:33 PM] Hawke:  Is there a way to disable a cache entirely in Openfire? 

[12:33 PM] wroot:  http://www.igniterealtime.org/community/docs/DOC-1510 

[12:33 PM] Guest363:  	

someone has an example of configuration of sparkweb.html? 



[12:33 PM] wroot:  Guest363 - example is in sparkweb.html 

[12:34 PM] wroot:  Guest363 should be trivial to change it 

[12:34 PM] daniel.henninger:  hawke: I'm 90% sure there's a way but i don't know it off

the top of my head 

[12:34 PM] Guest363:  sample configuration of sparkweb.html with mysql? 

[12:34 PM] daniel.henninger:  http://www.igniterealtime.org/community/docs/DOC-1061

[http://www.igniterealtime.org/community/docs/DOC-1061] <- check that I THINK that

cache.name.maxLifetime the name there is to be replaced with the name of the cache

as it stands somewhere but not sure 

[12:34 PM] wroot:  Guest363 what do you mean by mysql? you dont need to config

mysql for sparkweb in there as far as i know 

[12:34 PM] Hawke:  daniel.henninger: OK.  I'm just trying to figure out a bug in Spark,

which I can only reproduce if I clear the roster cache everytime I sign on... 

[12:35 PM] wroot:  wait.. Hawke, i know that name :) 

[12:35 PM] Hawke:  wroot: eh? 

[12:36 PM] wroot:  i thought i saw that in Spark svn 

[12:37 PM] Hawke:  wroot: ah.  You did. 

[12:37 PM] guest143:  with regards to the openfire 3.6.0/a sql upgrade scripts: in the

forums i read that I can safely assume that upgrade scripts have been successfully

applied up through the current version listed in the db. Is this true? 

[12:38 PM] undefined (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:38 PM] daniel.henninger:  correct 

[12:38 PM] undefined (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:38 PM] joaquin.casarini (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:38 PM] daniel.henninger:  a script will not update jiveVersion (ofVersion later) until

it's completed 

[12:38 PM] wroot:  i just dont remember what changes/fixes has you submitted 

[12:38 PM] daniel.henninger:  i would kill for reliable transaction support -- so i could

make it roll back a script if it didn't complete 

[12:39 PM] wroot:  ah 

[12:39 PM] wroot:  Fixed by Hawke:

[SPARK-1029] Clicking the information button will send the chat text field

[SPARK-1028] Spark is still showing null avatars/display pictures  

[12:39 PM] wroot:  :) 

[12:39 PM] Guest145 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:39 PM] Hawke:  wroot: there's an earlier one too. 

[12:39 PM] Hawke:  10595 

[12:39 PM] Hawke:  and 10594 

[12:39 PM] Hawke:  (svn revs) 

[12:40 PM] Todd Getz:  randy do you have a specific question 



[12:40 PM] dasunsrule32 (dasunsrule32) has joined the room 

[12:41 PM] Todd Getz:  time draws nigh 

[12:41 PM] Guest145:  Installed spark onto XP SP2 laptop, user with admin

privilledges. Spark doesn't run, only when run as local admin 

[12:41 PM] wroot:  i was trying to figure out how menu entries get titles in Spark, but i

just dont understand java code :)) 

[12:41 PM] Todd Getz:  guest145:  did you use the MSI or EXE 

[12:41 PM] wroot:  it wasnt mentioned nothere 

[12:41 PM] wroot:  anythere 

[12:42 PM] Guest145:  erm - MSI I think... 

[12:42 PM] Hawke:  wroot: right now I'm trying to figure out why I get a contact via the

yahoo transport which is entirely missing a status icon... 

[12:42 PM] Guest161 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:42 PM] Todd Getz:  The MSI is flawed, I would unistall and use the exe 

[12:42 PM] wroot:  Hawke. oh 

[12:42 PM] Guest145:  used the same installer many times tho' - never seen this

problem 

[12:42 PM] wroot:  Hawke - it looks like some old problem of mine 

[12:43 PM] Hawke:  wroot: ? 

[12:43 PM] Guest145:  I'll check that - thankyou very much 

[12:43 PM] Guest161 (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:43 PM] eduardo (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:43 PM] daniel.henninger:  hrm iw as going to take down the MSI wasn't i 

[12:43 PM] wroot:  i was trying to investigate that long time ago with Daniel, ICQ

contats without status icon in online group 

[12:43 PM] wroot:  but i havent seen that for a long 

[12:44 PM] daniel.henninger:  i created ignite's first social group =D 

[12:44 PM] Guest145:  just checked- it was the .exe installer v2.5.8 

[12:44 PM] daniel.henninger:  no one joind it but hey 

[12:44 PM] wroot:  Daniel - i saw :) 

[12:44 PM] Todd Getz:  if you need an MSI you could try these:

http://www.mtstravel2.com/downloads/spark_2_5_8_online.msi  or

http://www.mtstravel2.com/downloads/spark_2_5_8.msi  

[12:44 PM] wroot:  i have played some sims, but i'm not a big fun though 

[12:44 PM] daniel.henninger:  i'm honestly surprised not many social groups have

been created 

[12:44 PM] daniel.henninger:  or rather none of them except for the first test one 

[12:44 PM] daniel.henninger:  hehehe 

[12:44 PM] Guest145:  would it be worth trying an earlier version? 

[12:45 PM] wroot:  i can think of a social group to create 



[12:45 PM] daniel.henninger:  it's kind of an interesting data point --- internally, we

have a ton of them going. 

[12:45 PM] wroot:  guess i'm not very social :) 

[12:45 PM] daniel.henninger:  lol 

[12:45 PM] daniel.henninger:  you can or can not? 

[12:45 PM] wroot:  cannot :) 

[12:45 PM] daniel.henninger:  (and don't worry, todd's a trustable guy, he's not

passing you a hacked msi) ;) 

[12:46 PM] daniel.henninger:  lol hopefully i'm not giving you a poor impression with

that wink --- i'm serious in that he is 

[12:46 PM] daniel.henninger:  hehe 

[12:46 PM] Hawke:  wroot: interesting.  The case here: It's not the same contact every

time, but within a short timeframe it's always the same one.  It only shows up if I clear

the roster cache and have "group offline users" on as well. 

[12:46 PM] wroot:  yes, he is 

[12:46 PM] wroot:  ;) 

[12:46 PM] Todd Getz:  Such mixed messages 

[12:46 PM] Guest145 (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:47 PM] Guest473 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:47 PM] dasunsrule32 (dasunsrule32) has left the room 

[12:47 PM] wroot:  Hawke, for m it was showing up after second relogin after server

start, after server restart it was ok 

[12:47 PM] wroot:  could be cache issue too 

[12:47 PM] Todd Getz:  the msi files I built are repackaged versions of the exe because

I needed to push spark via group policy 

[12:47 PM] guest143:  in openfire the client control plugin allows admins to control

whether or not spark users have broadcast permissions.  the broadcast plugin allows

admins to set properties defining specific permissions.  does the client control plugin

respect the broadcast plugin system properties? how do those fit together? 

[12:48 PM] wroot:  and it was the same contact for months, until he got online.. oh, i

didnt say it was offline all the time, but wa showing in online group without the status 

[12:48 PM] Todd Getz:  we have offices in several states necessitating the automated

install 

[12:48 PM] daniel.henninger:  i could be mistaken --- but the broadcast from spark and

broadcast plugin for openfire are not related at all 

[12:48 PM] Hawke:  I'm trying to find the code path that would not create a contact

icon...but I'm not exactly clear on what exactly sets the icon. 

[12:48 PM] dasunsrule32 (dasunsrule32) has joined the room 

[12:48 PM] Hawke:  Exactly. 

[12:49 PM] Todd Getz:  Daniel is right you can broadcast from spark regardless of the

broadcast plugin in openfire 



[12:49 PM] wroot:  Hawke, i then tried to delete that contact and the other one started

to behave the same 

[12:49 PM] daniel.henninger:  effectively the broadcast support in spark is just

"messaging to a lot of people at once", there's nothing really special about it =) 

[12:50 PM] guest143:  gotcha 

[12:50 PM] Todd Getz:  randy if you need assistance after I leave this chat, start a

discussion in the community 

[12:50 PM] guest143:  thank you 

[12:50 PM] Todd Getz:  I will provide whatever help I can 

[12:50 PM] randy (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:50 PM] Guest280 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:50 PM] eduardo:  It would be interesting if spark could use the broadcast plugin... 

[12:50 PM] wroot:  this is my comment on client control broadcast "Currently one can

disable roster or group based broadcasting in Spark (menu and context menu entry

dissapears). But it's still possible to do massive broadcast by selecting all group's

members with Ctrl-A. Maybe broadcast disabling should cover all the ways? What

other administrators think or need? Logically Broadcast Disabling means disabling of

any possible client broadcasting to me." 

[12:51 PM] Todd Getz:  guest145 that is odd.  I have never had the exe installer do that.

either way you could try my files. 

[12:51 PM] Guest280 (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:51 PM] Guest279 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:51 PM] wroot:  eduardo - i think it can 

[12:52 PM] wroot:  try starting a chat with all@broadcast.server 

[12:52 PM] Guest306 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:52 PM] Guest279 (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:52 PM] Guest66 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:52 PM] eduardo:  this way is ok... 

[12:52 PM] Guest306 (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:52 PM] no.2 (anonymous) has joined the room 

[12:53 PM] Guest66 (anonymous) has left the room 

[12:53 PM] wroot:  Hawke -

http://www.igniterealtime.org/community/thread/25029?tstart=90 

[12:53 PM] no.2:  good evening sorry for being late *coughcough* 

[12:53 PM] wroot:  eduardo - but you should test that, im not sure 

[12:53 PM] eduardo:  I'm trying to say is that Spark could have a "Send Message"

button... 

[12:54 PM] wroot:  eduardo - what for? to send to all@broadcast.server? 

[12:54 PM] eduardo:  instead of using Starting a chat... 

[12:54 PM] Guest104 (anonymous) has left the room 



[12:54 PM] dasunsrule32 (dasunsrule32) has left the room 

[12:54 PM] wroot:  well it has its broadcast window, though it's not using plugin there 

[12:54 PM] eduardo:  yes.. 

[12:55 PM] Hawke:  wroot: interesting...I've noticed now that about half my yahoo!

contacts show up in the Unfiled group rather than the Buddies group.  So I wonder if I

should think about blaming the transport... 

[12:55 PM] Hawke:  but I think Spark must be doing something wrong as well. 

[12:55 PM] daniel.henninger:  easiest way to tell is to watch the openfire debug logs

and see what -it- says the contact's group is =) 

[12:56 PM] wroot:  Daniel i think i was sending you debug logs about that and you

didnt find a clue 

[12:56 PM] daniel.henninger:  which might lead to spark =/ 

[12:56 PM] daniel.henninger:  you should see things like --- 

[12:56 PM] guest143:  enabling/disabling any possible client broadcasting makes

sense to me since there is the option of creating or joining a conference (in the case of

disabling and conferences are allowed) 

[12:56 PM] eduardo:  for example 

[12:57 PM] eduardo:  im my openfire ia have the following groups: Shop 1, Shop 2,

Shop 3 

[12:57 PM] dasunsrule32 (dasunsrule32) has joined the room 

[12:57 PM] daniel.henninger:  2008.08.26 16:08:40 Magic:YMSG Version:12 Length:786

Service:LIST Status:0 Sessi onId:0x9a9664 [87]

[Family:sarahmcweet,smallkittydippy,spoonhenninger,stormkitt y03,stormkitty2003

Jabber Peeps:yahoocontact Jive Software Peeps:yahoocontact Transport

Buddies:stormkitty03 ] 

[12:58 PM] daniel.henninger:  i hid all of the people with "yahoo contact" that weren't

me =) (or my test accounts) 

[12:58 PM] eduardo:  I've createad a group call Shops... And these 3 groups are in the

Shops groups 

[12:58 PM] daniel.henninger:  then you should also see things like: 

[12:58 PM] daniel.henninger:  2008.08.26 16:08:40 (YAHOO) Storing new buddy:

{Buddy: smallkittydippy@yahoo.vor [mailto:smallkittydippy@yahoo.vor] palcloud.org

[http://palcloud.org] (Nickname: smallkittydippy) (Groups: [Family])} 

[12:58 PM] daniel.henninger:  now those are actually where the XMPP group/user/etc

comes from 

[12:59 PM] wroot:  eduardo, you cant really create real subgroups in openfire, just

virtual nested groups 

[12:59 PM] eduardo:  When I want to send a message to these 3 groups, I just need to

put 'shops@broadcast.server' ... 

[12:59 PM] wroot:  which only show up a subgroups in clients 



[12:59 PM] Guest363:  my file sparkweb.html 

[12:59 PM] Guest363:  function jive_sparkweb_getConfig()

{

       return {

               server: "100.0.2.28",

               connectionType: "socket",

               port: "5222",

               autoLogin: "false"

       };

 

[1:00 PM] Guest363:  my server 100.0.2.28 

[1:00 PM] wroot:  Guest363 it's ok 

[1:00 PM] eduardo:  I know 

[1:00 PM] wroot:  as long as that IP is real one for your server and you can connect to

that with normal client 

[1:00 PM] Guest309 (anonymous) has left the room 

[1:01 PM] wroot:  Guest363, Armando told you that refreshing issue is fixed probably

in svn (source code), so you should build new version or wait for 1.0 

[1:01 PM] Hawke:  daniel.henninger: OK, debug shows that the groups all appear OK. 

[1:01 PM] wroot:  eduardo, could be nice, but there is no such option in plugin right

now 

[1:01 PM] wroot:  ok, bye all, have to go 

[1:01 PM] Guest363:  ok 

[1:02 PM] Hawke:  bye, wroot 

[1:02 PM] Armando:  same, bye guys 

[1:02 PM] wroot (wroot) has left the room 

[1:02 PM] daniel.henninger:  later wroot! 

[1:02 PM] Armando (armando.jagucki@jivesoftware.com/Psi) has left the room 

[1:02 PM] Guest363:  thanks for help me 

[1:02 PM] daniel.henninger:  oh yeah 

[1:02 PM] daniel.henninger:  i need to get going too don't i =/ 

[1:02 PM] daniel.henninger:  well thanks for joining y'all =) and see ya next week! 

[1:02 PM] guest143:  thanks for your help daniel 

[1:02 PM] shane rimmer (anonymous) has left the room 

[1:03 PM] daniel.henninger:  no problem =) 

[1:03 PM] daniel.henninger (daniel.henninger@jivesoftware.com/Ecco) has left the room 

[1:03 PM] guest143 (anonymous) has left the room 


